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Education is beyond geographical

boundaries. Learning is a kinetic process

that gathers nuggets of wisdom as it

moves on.

�Theworld isan

openbookofknowledge�

'Gurudev' continues to inspire generations even

today, because, his outlook was futuristic;

his thoughts were progressive and his actions

were far-reaching. He believed and promoted

teamwork and integrated efforts.

Ravindra Bharathi Group of Schools keeps abreast

with the ever-changing dynamics of education and

ensures that students grow from strength to strength

through success-oriented learning.



Theconfidenceradiates

M. Subramanyam (Mani)

Chairman

“Education and role-learning are two

different things. Holistic

development, technological

advancement in learning, global

competence and progressive outlook

can all be assimilated through

education. I strongly believe that

education is for life and the

difference is in the approach to

make it more effective and fruitful.

We, at RBS, dare to be different.”

Ravindra Bharathi Institutions, under the

stewardship of Mr. Subramanyam (Mani),

is a silent revolution, which has brought

a drastic change in the education sector

to make it more innovative, productive

and contemporary.

The group, with a humble beginning in 1994,

has grown into a big family of satisfied parents,

successful students, committed teaching fraternity

and dedicated staff. Mr. Mani leads the team and

believes in innovation and inclusion of new value-

added programmes that would be hailed as

benchmarks in education. As a teacher,

he has his eyes set on just one goal - to put the

Indian education system on the global pedestal.



The group firmly believes that education imparted

during schooling plays a crucial role in shaping a

child's career. It offers technology-driven, student-

centric and growth-oriented programmes for the

success of students. The scientifically designed

integrated teaching-learning system, identifies and

kindles the core abilities in children and maximizes

their potential and creativity. The course sets the

right platform for students not only to pursue further

education confidently, but also to fulfill their ambition

to study at the IITs, NITs, BITS and eminent medical

institutions in the country.

InfiniteKnowledge

EndlessOpportunities

Ravindra Bharathi Group has emerged as a

leading educational group in South India with

128 Group schools spread across three states.

The group has over 70,000 new-generation

students pursuing enriching programmes

following State Board and CBSE syllabi to

succeed in this highly competitive environment.



RBS students, who won the speciality First Prize in the
NASA-AMES 2012 Space Settlement Design contest,
celebrating their victory with Chairman.

Former Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh
Sri N. Kiran Kumar Reddy interacting with NASA-
AMES 2011 students of RBS, Visakhapatnam, A.P.

Honourable Governor of Tamil Nadu, His Excellency
Sri K.Rosaiah (former CM of Andhra Pradesh)
appreciating NASA-AMES 2010 team of RBS.

Former CM of Andhra Pradesh, Late Sri Raja Sekhara Reddy
congratulating the pioneers of NASA-AMES 2009 Contest.

NASA-AMES 2012 RBS students explaining the key
points of their projects to the Hon'ble Governor of
Andhra Pradesh, Sri E.S.L. Narasimhan.

RBS students being congratulated by His Excellency
Sri. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Former President of India for
their outstanding performance and for winning prizes in
NASA-AMES 2013.

The students of Ravindra Bharathi Group have created history in the country by winning coveted

awards for their projects in NASA-AMES Space Settlement Design Contest for the sixth consecutive

year in a row. Out of the 575 projects and 4000 participants from 66 countries that took part in the

competition, the students of Ravindra Bharathi School won the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 3rd and one honourable

prize in different categories, which is a milestone in the annals of its educational history.

5086 Students Secured GPA 10/10
along with A1 Grades in Math and Science.

1856
Students Secured

A1 A2& Grades

100%
Results in

in 96 branches

across the state.

IAIS: Our students have done a brilliant job at the International Level by bagging 95 Gold Medals and getting 271 second level selections in the

International Association of Insurance Supervisors examination conducted by the UNSW (University of South Wales, Australia) and MacMillan Education.

Ravindra Bharathi Schools Success Chronicle

NSO: 75 Students were selected for the second level in the National Science Olympiad conducted by Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF).

UCO: 157 Students got selected for the second level in the Unified Cyber Olympiad conducted by Unified Council.

INTSO: 252 Students got selected for the second level in the Indian National Talent Search Olympiad.

IMO: Our students’ unparalleled success continues after achieving 159 second level selections, 91 gold medals, 59 silver medals and

30 bronze medals in the prestigious International Mathematics Olympiad conducted by Science Olympiad Foundation.

The Ravindra Bharathi Group is a trendsetter and a path-breaker that others watch and emulate. Students of the school

have made a mark in the state with their outstanding performances in SSC, year after year. They have brought laurels to

the institution with their exemplary performance, not only in academics but also in sports and co-curricular activities.

Today, you will find the alumni of the group successful in securing seats in prestigious institutions in the country

like IITs, NITs, BITSAT and leading medical colleges.

Success is celebrated - Always

B. Kavya Sree

IIT KHARAGPUR4
IIT 2014

All India

th

Rank

Ravuru Lohith

A. Sai Aparna

IIT AHMEDABAD

Akhil L.B.

IIT MADRAS

B. Hriday

IIT KHARAGPUR

C. Umesh

IIT BOMBAY

E. Ramya Seshagiri

IIT KHARAGPUR

CH. Sai Srinivas

IIT KHARAGPUR

G. Krishna Sree

IIT MADRAS

K. Bhavya Sree

IIT KHARAGPUR

M. Harish (2011-12)

IIT AHMEDABAD

M. Keerthana

IIT AHMEDABAD

P.H.D. Sagar

IIT KHARAGPUR

Shashi Kalyan

IIT BOMBAY

Srikar Srivastava

IIT MADRAS

T. Jagadish

IIT KHARAGPUR

N. Harshith

IIT AHMEDABAD

Nanda Kishore

IIT MADRAS

P. Sai Rahul

IIT KHARAGPUR

V. Dileep Kumar

IIT PATNA

RBS Successful Pool in IIT-2014 (JEE - Advanced)

SSC-2014 Result Analysis



The Group has established elaborate

transportation systems for students commuting to

school from different locations. The fleet of well-

maintained buses is operated from various points

for the convenience of parents and for their

children to reach school on time, safely and

comfortably. The campus is under strict

electronic surveillance to ensure the safety and

security of children for the entire duration of their

presence in the campus. The transport

department updates parents on any changes in

the schedule, route deviations and so on.

ThePathdetermines

thedestiny

Initially, a child not only takes tottering

steps, but also has nascent and bubbly

ideas. Ravindra Bharathi Group

understands the need to channelise and

provide these ideas a proper direction.



Ravindra Bharathi promotes psychological and

physical development of every child in Nursery and

Kindergarten, by providing them with a suitable

educational environment. This includes various

scientifically evolved activities centered on play.

The curriculum lays adequate stress on, ‘Healthy

life’, ‘Social life’, ‘Expressive life’, ‘Communication

life’ and ‘Enquiry life’ to develop the social,

intellectual and emotional quotient of a child.

The colourful classrooms and activity rooms are

well designed to create a joyful mood and an ‘at

home’ feeling. Highly trained Kindergarten teachers

and their assistants create an ideal environment for

young minds to cherish the process of learning.

The impetustoquality

learning is set

The focus of ‘Experiential pre-school

learning’ is to motivate children to

explore new ideas and hone their

capabilities and skills.



The programmes planned and implemented by the

institution bring about a unique educational

experience for the students of the primary wing.

It goes beyond the stipulated syllabus, which

connects them with the actual happenings in the

world. The curriculum aims to develop students into

global citizens, equipped with a range of essential

skills that help them evolve into self-motivated,

caring and balanced individuals. Teachers endeavour

to bring about learning with five crucial elements in

the students, viz; e-concepts, knowledge, skills,

attitude and action. Students understand concepts by

finding answers to the questions, developing skills

through thinking, analyzing, implementing,

communicating and decision-making.

Learning beyondsyllabus

Value beyondeducation

Ravindra Bharathi School (RBS) aims to

stimulate the quest for knowledge in

every child through well-structured

teaching programmes.



The students of RBS are privileged to have a

dynamic team of dedicated, highly qualified,

well-experienced and committed teachers as their

mentors. Each member contributes positively and

productively to the growth and development of

students. They use modern teaching gadgets

provided in the classrooms to simplify the process of

learning. The interactive and visual-based approach

helps the students understand complex topics with

ease and clarity. The faculty plays a crucial role in

shaping students’ personalities, by inducing positive

thoughts, stimulating analytical thinking and

inculcating decision-making ability. They play

multiple roles to lead students on the path to

success, including providing professional and

emotional counseling.

Erasablewriting

Indelible impression

RBS has grown out of the monotonous

way of Blackboard teaching through its

advanced and comprehensive digital

technology initiatives.



To stimulate the innate exploratory qualities in

individuals, it aims to provide challenging

opportunities for them to explore new horizons and

experience the application of science, technology,

engineering and math in real life and real work

environments. The huge fleet of buses takes

students out on field trips, picnics, educational and

botanical tours. Learning-stimulating places like post

office, zoological park, science museums, industries,

historical monuments, heritage places form some of

the many exciting destinations. This provides them

with unique learning experiences through practical

knowledge of the world around them.

Outingsare

GuestTeachers
To bring classroom to life and provide

real-time experiences that support the

curriculum, RBS has knitted field trips and

educational tours into the regular schooling.



The Ravindra Bharathi Group has taken note of this

very early and has established a modern ICT lab

with high-speed Internet connectivity. Students are

provided computer education programmes right from

the primary school. The group has forged tie-ups

with a leading software company in the country with

learning modules designed exclusively for its

students. The ICT course integrates skills, concepts

and inquiry to create links between the students and

the global community. In addition to the modern

computer lab, the school has a modern language lab

to sharpen the communication skills of students

coming from different regional and cultural

backgrounds.

Virtual Learning is

thevirtueofTechnology

Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) has become an integral

part of our daily life.



The students are given freedom to explore,

innovate and communicate their ideas effectively.

Teachers emphasize on active learning,

using a student-centered approach and a variety of

assessment techniques. They guide and encourage

students to reach their full potential and achieve

excellence in all aspects of learning and not just

examinations and coursework. The several

value-added academic centered programmes make

students actively participate and fully involved in

learning. A full-fledged Robotics programme

implemented by the Group, promotes design thought

process, critical engineering skills, and teamwork.

Awidercanvas

ABroaderPicture

Learning accelerates and shifts gears in the Middle

Grades at RBS. The Middle School program is

designed to nurture the intellectual and analytical

development of youngsters during their transition

from childhood to adolescence.



To support the students and the staff, RBS has a

well-equipped library with a large collection of books

and reference materials in various subjects as well

as an exhaustive question bank. The school offers

several activities to inculcate reading habits in

students. To promote practical-oriented learning

during senior schooling the school has established

full-fledged science labs replete with modern

apparatus.  Students are encouraged to debate with

their peers on their ideas on the various scientific

theories and implications of science in the society.

Science and Mathematics clubs have been

established to train them for Mathematics and

Science Olympiads and other prestigious

competitions.

ABook isa bridge

thatconnectsgenerations

Ravindra Bharathi provides all the

amenities and infrastructure for students

to pursue the course with undivided

attention.



RBS aims to provide an ideal platform for students aiming to join reputed

Engineering and Medical colleges in the country. As such, it has

established Ravindra Bharathi IIT Olympiad Schools in various parts of the

state. Children prepare for their next big milestones in comfortable

air-conditioned classrooms to learn in a relaxed and stress-free

environment. Over the years, RBS IIT and Medical foundation courses

have enabled students to secure seats in the most reputed institutions of

the country like the IITs, NITs, BITS, AIIMS, JIPMER, AFMC, CMC and so

on. The academy takes in only limited students in each campus, so as to

provide individual attention and personalised care.

Success is Extra

effort inthesametime

Education is undergoing a transformation.

It is foraging into the 21st century

learning, effectively and emphatically.



IIT Olympiad Foundation Programme is devised

scientifically by a group of highly experienced

IIT coaching faculty from across the country along

with senior RBS faculty who identify, understand

and nurture the requisite skill sets to crack

National Level Engineering and Medical

Competitions. An extensive research has been

made to strengthen and simplify the course by

integrating all the key topics of CBSE, ICSE and

State Board Syllabi.

Result-oriented Course
to Ensure Success

5-Year

IIT Olympiad

Foundation Programme -

A Scientifically Devised

Nine Lever Formula

that forms the key to

Success in National Level

JEE (Main & Advanced), and

Medical Competitive Examinations

01

The highly experienced and committed teachers

analyse and evaluate the comprehension levels of

every student after the first quarter of the course

and divide them into groups. Every group is

offered a tailor-made course that is aimed to raise

their level of understanding and assimilation of the

subject. Thus, providing equal opportunity to excel

for both gifted and slow learners.

Evaluating
Inherent Strengths

02

The major thrust of the course is to develop the

essential qualities required to succeed in future

endeavours, like Scientific Temperament,

Mathematical Aptitude, Problem-solving Ability,

Logical Thinking, Reasoning and Competitive

Psychology. To drive home the point clearly,

interactive teaching is adopted to explain theory,

concepts and derivations using illustrations and

PowerPoint presentations.

The Course and
the Recourse

03

To enrich and captivate the potential of

students, they are provided with uniquely

designed study materials, where each subject is

divided into several modules and each module

is divided into several chapters using

illustrations, graphs and charts. This study

material comprises condensed theory of the

respective topic followed by assorted problems

arranged from fundamental to advanced level.

Uniquely Designed
Study Material

04

Doubt Clarification Sessions are conducted every

day, after the regular school hours, to make

students enjoy the process of learning.

The well-planned micro-level doubt clarification

sessions empower students to clarify their doubts

and queries in the subjects taught during the day,

individually with their teachers. These initiatives

help students to improve their academic

performance and emerge confident.

Doubt Clarification
Sessions

05

To understand and evaluate performance of

students on a periodic basis, formal and informal

assessment tests are conducted. The formal

assessment schedule involves testing students

through periodic, monthly and surprise tests. The

informal assessment schedule involves observing

students during classroom performance,

completion of homework, involvement in the

presentations and Doubt Clarification Sessions.

Periodic Assessment for
Better Performance

06

A healthy and ideal competitive environment is

created among students. Talented students

spotted during the internal exhibitions, events and

seminars are encouraged to participate in

regional, state, national and international scientific

competitions organized by renowned entities such

as NASA. Regular test series and workshops are

conducted for students appearing in NTSE, RMO,

Science and Mathematic Olympiads.

Projects and
Projections

07

Eminent career consultants, academicians,

entrepreneurs in the country are invited to conduct

motivational sessions and enlighten them on

choosing successful career options on completing

schooling. Students are encouraged to participate

in sports and games during the leisure time to

relieve stress. Yoga and meditation classes are

also conducted to improve their concentration

levels.

Motivational and
Stress-relieving Sessions

08

The entire academic year for 6th to 10th Classes

is systematically segmented into semesters so as

to map the planned progress of students

periodically. Proper planning, execution and

implementation of the course is monitored by an

Academic Management Cell. The course is

constantly updated based on the changing

competitive examination patterns.

Academic
Management Cell

09

RBS strongly subscribes to the philosophy that change does not happen; we have to be the change, to upgrade the

education pattern periodically. The main aim of the 5-Year IIT Olympiad Foundation Programme is to give learner a

sound foundation in conceptual knowledge and in-depth skills of application, analysis and higher order thinking.

Ravindra Bharathi’s Integrated IIT Foundation Programme is a scientifically devised Nine Lever Formula for assured

success. This interactive and practical-oriented foundation programme designed for classes VI onwards, includes several

value-added programmes to succeed in engineering and medical competitive exams.

The 5-Year IIT Olympiad Foundation Programme - A Scientifically Devised Nine Lever Formula that forms the

key to success in National Level JEE (Main & Advanced), and Medical Competitive Examinations.

Success isdirectlyproportionaltohardwork



At RBS, the Faculty has been carefully chosen from

leading IIT and Medical coaching centres in the state

and country, through a rigorous process of interview,

induction and practical demonstration of their abilities.

To make lessons easy to comprehend, simple,

interesting and effective, the faculty uses modern

teaching gadgets provided in the classrooms. Using their

vast experience, they follow an interactive mode of

teaching-learning pedagogy to help students easily

grasp and understand complicated topics in General

Science and Mathematics. Realizing the significance of

Vedic Maths, Speed Maths and Abacus in the modern

competitive scenario, it also organises special training

sessions in these modules. The ultra-modern facilities

like the well-equipped labs and extensive library provide

ample opportunities for teachers in enabling students to

investigate, create, communicate, collaborate, organize

and cultivate the habit of self-learning and research.

Interactionbringsout

thedesiredreaction

The faculty for IIT Foundation courses is the

backbone of a successful institution involved

in providing training for such competitive

examinations.



The Group Institutions have a well-defined system of

assessment and evaluation in place. Whether it is an

individual child, a group or a whole class, a flexible

teaching method that is most appropriate to the

situation is applied. For the first time in the state, a

dedicated online examination system has been

evolved for the benefit of IIT Foundation students.

Periodical examinations and mock tests are

conducted to test the comprehension levels of

students. The assessment of the progress made by

students is done scientifically by applying latest

technology. The evaluation records of every student

are analysed periodically to help teachers chalk out

a tailor-made plan of action for each student for

their progress. Extended study hours after the

regular school hours are highly beneficial for both

day scholars and residential students.

There isonlyone

correctanswer

Examinations, assessments and

evaluations are all tools to gauge and

measure the comprehension levels of the

students.



At RBS, mentors provide a perfect ambience for

talent to thrive. Art forms like music, dance and

painting have a calming effect on any individual.

Every student has access to facilities and guidance

of exponents in the field of music, dance, painting,

craftwork, dramatics, clay-modeling, etc. Hobby

clubs are formed and students are encouraged to be

a member of any one of these clubs. Quiz,

storytelling, news-reading and other such

competitions are held in these clubs. These clubs

offer every individual an opportunity to demonstrate

their innate talent. The school has divided students

into 'houses' and competitions are held on an

inter-house basis.

HoningFineArts

and IntricateCraft

Every individual is born with an innate

skill. The mentor has a knack for spotting

talent and honing it.



RBS understands and lays emphasis on the overall

development of the student. The group therefore,

ensures that regular counseling sessions are

organised on various aspects of personality

development such as, positive thinking, time

management, stress-management and

communication skills. Experienced trainers conduct

yoga and meditation sessions to motivate students

and help them improve their power of assimilation,

exercise the body and relax the mind. To inspire and

motivate students, the school regularly invites

eminent scientists, educationists, sports personalities

and successful entrepreneurs.

Tuningthe body

tobefit andstrong

Learning develops knowledge, while

grooming develops the personality.

A comprehensive and all-round development

of a child is the key to a successful life

ahead in this competitive world.



Sports and Games are a means of toning the body

and mind. Children at RBS are taught to care for

their physical self through exercises, sports and

games. These activities also inculcate the spirit of

teamwork, camaraderie and interdependence,

essential for living in the society. It also develops

competitive spirit and readiness to face challenges.

Students, under the guidance of professional

coaches, have the option of participating in several

games and sports of their choice to demonstrate

their talent. Students who show promise of becoming

outstanding sports professionals at district, state or

national level, are provided special coaching and

encouraged to pursue their skills.

Jump, leap,

shoottosuccess

A weak body cannot focus on learning.

A physically strong and healthy individual

can better assimilate the education

imparted.



Parents feel confident in leaving their wards under

the school's care. Separate residential facilities for

boys and girls provided here are well set to make

their stay comfortable, healthy and an experience

that will stay with them forever. The dining facilities

are ultra-modern, hygienic and can accommodate a

large number of students. A menu comprising a

variety of Indian delicacies is designed in

consultation with a dietician to suit the taste buds of

the students of diverse origins. Highly experienced

chefs prepare the food for the hostellers in a

hygienically-maintained kitchen. The schools have

tie-ups with leading hospitals of the region, to

organize periodic health checks and ensure medical

attention for students in cases of emergency.

Manysuccessstories

are bornhere

A homely atmosphere ensures that every

child finds Ravindra Bharathi Residential

Schools to be ‘a home away from home’.



An Initiative of

Bharathi
Ravindra

Educational Group

RAVINDRA BHARATHI IIT OLYMPIAD SCHOOL (A/C  & Non A/C):

RAVINDRA BHARATHI SCHOOL (Day & Residential):

ANDHRA PRADESH - NELLORE: Fathekhanpet: Nawabpet: Vedayapalem: Venkatachalam : Mbl.: . Kavali: Mbl.: .Mbl.: 8096699504. Mbl.: 8096810455. Mbl.: 7675911191. 7675988812 8096699744

VIZAG: Dwaraka Nagar: Gajuwaka: NAD: M.V.P: DABAGARDENS: SUJATHANAGAR:Mbl.: 8096699572. Mbl.: 8096699578. Mbl.: 8096991038. Mbl.: 8096699593. Mbl.: 8096699733. Mbl.: 8096952205.

SRIKAKULAM-I: PALASA: TEKKALI: AMADALAVALASA: VIZIANAGARAM:Women’s College Road, Mbl.: 8096699588. Mbl.: 8096810436. Mbl.: 8096952208. Mbl.: 8096810410. Mbl.: 8096991478.

PITHAPURAM: . S.KOTA: RAJAHMUNDRY: KAKINADA: AMALAPURAM: ELURU: BHIMAVARAM:Mbl.: 8096699739 Mbl.: 8096699736. Mbl.: 8096699583. Mbl.: 8096810463. Mbl.: 8096699740. Mbl.: 8096991479. Mbl.: 8096810465.

NIDADAVOLU: GUDIVADA: VIJAYAWADA: Patamatalanka: . Bhavanipuram: . Kaikaluru:Mbl.: 8096810408. Mbl.: 8096810464. Mogalrajpuram : Mbl.: 8096699642. Mbl.: 7675988834 Mbl.: 7675988835 Mbl.: 8096952223.

Satyanarayanapuram: GUNTUR: ONGOLE: TIRUPATHI: CHITTOOR: KADAPA (A/C):Mbl.: 8096699676. Mbl.: 8096699645. Mbl.: 8096991032. Mbl.: 8096699604. Mbl.: 8096922267. Mbl.: 8096699617.

RLY. KODUR: PRODDATUR: KURNOOL (A/C): NANDYAL: ANANTHAPUR (A/C): KODAD:Mbl.: 8096810430. Mbl.: 8096699639. Mbl.: 8096699622. Mbl.: 7675911156. Mbl.: 8096699629. Mbl.: 7675911184.

ANDHRA PRADESH - NELLORE (DIST.): NELLORE: Fathekhanpet: Nawabpet: Vedayapalem: M VENKATACHALAM (Day & Residential): KAVALI:Mbl.: 8096699522. Mbl.: 8096810448. bl.: 8096952232. 7680828999. Mbl.: 8096699744.

GUDUR: NAIDUPET: SULLURPET: ATMAKUR: VISAKHAPATNAM (DIST.): VISAKHAPATNAM: Dwarakanagar:Mbl.: 8096810449. Mbl.: 8096810450. Mbl.: 8096810451. Mbl.: 8096952246. Mbl.: 8096699571.

M.V.P. Colony: N.A.D.: Gajuwaka: Dabagardens: Sujatha Nagar: Kurmanna Palem:Mbl: 8096699593. Mbl.: 8096699580. Mbl.: 8096699577. Mbl.: 8096699733. Mbl.: 8096952205. Mbl.: 8096952204.

Murali Nagar: ANAKAPALLI: Near BSNL Office: Dasarigadda Road: CHODAVARAM: NARSIPATNAM:Mbl.: 8096599928. Mbl: 8096810409. Mbl.: 9963476733. Mbl.: 8096699732. Mbl: 8096699734.

YELAMANCHILI SRIKAKULAM (DIST.): SRIKAKULAM: Women's College Road : Day & Night Junction: PALASA: NARASANNAPETA:: Mbl.: 8096952203. Mbl.: 8096699588. Mbl.: 8096599927. Mbl.: 8096810436. Mbl.: 8096699738.

RAJAM: AMADALAVALASA: PALAKONDA: PATHAPATNAM: TEKKALI: SOMPETA:Mbl.: 8096699749. Mbl.: 8096810410. Mbl.: 8096952210. Mbl.: 8096952207. Mbl.: 8096952208. Mbl.: 8096952209.

VIZIANAGARAM (DIST.): VIZIANAGARAM: BOBBILI: S.KOTA: PARVATHI PURAM: SALUR: CHIPURUPALLI:Mbl.: 8096699595. Mbl.: 8096699735. Mbl.: 8096699736. Mbl.: 8096699737. Mbl.: 8096952233. Mbl.: 8096952206.

KOTHAVALASA: EAST GODAVARI (DIST.): RAJAHMUNDRY: J.N. Road : Danavaipeta: KAKINADA: Venkat Nagar: Ashok Nagar:Mbl.: 8096599929. Mbl.: 8096699582. Mbl.: 8096952218. Mbl.: 8096952290. Mbl.: 80965 99950.

Jagannaickpuri: PITHAPURAM: TUNI: AMALAPURAM: RAMACHANDRA PURAM: JAGGAMPET:Mbl.: 8096599940. Mbl.: 8096699739. Mbl.: 8096699741. Mbl.: 8096699740. Mbl.: 8096609318. Mbl.: 8096952211.

RAVULAPALEM: WEST GODAVARI (DIST.): BHIMAVARAM: ELURU: TADEPALLIGUDEM: NIDADAVOLU: TANUKU:Mbl.: 8096991495. Mbl.: 8096699648. Mbl.: 8096699651. Mbl.: 8096810405. Mbl.: 8096810408. Mbl.: 8096699728.

NARASAPURAM: AKIVID: JANGAREDDY GUDEM: PALAKOLLU: KRISHNA (DIST.): VIJAYAWADA: Moghalrajpuram:Mbl.: 8096699709. Mbl.: 8096810407. Mbl.: 8096810406. Mbl.: 8096922174. Mbl.: 8096699552.

Satyanarayana Puram: Bhavani Puram: Patamatalanka: GUDIVADA: MACHILIPATNAMMbl.: 8096699676. Mbl.: 8096699646. Mbl.: 8096699673. Mbl.: 8096699655. : Mbl.: 8096699759.

KAIKALURU: JAGGAIAHPET: NANDIGAMA: NUZVID: TIRUVURU: GUNTUR (DIST.): GUNTUR: Brundavan Gardens:Mbl.: 8096952223. Mbl.: 8096699729. Mbl.: 8096699730. Mbl.: 8096699757. Mbl.: 8096699758. Mbl.: 8096699658.

Amaravathi Road: TENALI: BAPATLA: NARASARAOPET: VINUKONDA: PRAKASAM (DIST.): ONGOLE: Anjaiah Road:Mbl.: 8096291662. Mbl.: 8096699683. Mbl.: 8096699727. Mbl.: 8096810440. Mbl.: 8096810441. Mbl.: 8096699532.

Bhagyanagar: ADDANKI: SINGARAYAKONDA: MARKAPURAM: KANDUKUR: CHITTOOR (DIST.): CHITTOOR:Mbl.:8096909692. Mbl.: 8096810445. Mbl.: 8096810443. Mbl.: 8096810442. 8096902633. Mbl.: 7675911189.

TIRUPATHI: Bairagipatteda: Bhavani Nagar: Air By-pass Campus (Res.): TIRUCHANURU (Day & Res): Mbl.: SRIKALAHASTI:Mbl.: 8096699566. Mbl.:8096810403. Mbl: 8096699605. 7675988801. Mbl.: 8096810429.

PILER: MADANAPALLI: PALAMANERU: PUNGANUR: PUTTUR: KADAPA (DIST.): KADAPA:Mbl.: 8096810425. Mbl.: 8096810427. Mbl.: 8096810428. Mbl.: 8096810426. Mbl.: 8096902631. Mbl.: 8096699616.

PRODDATUR: RLY. KODUR: RAJAMPET: RAYACHOTI: KURNOOL (DIST.): KURNOOL: Gayathri Estates: V.R. Colony:Mbl.: 8096699638. Mbl.: 8096810430. Mbl.: 8096355057. Mbl.: 8096344506. Mbl.: 8096699621. Mbl.: 7675911166.

NANDYALA: ALLAGADDA: YEMMIGANUR: NANDIKOTKUR: ANANTHAPUR (DIST.): ANANTHAPUR:Mbl.: 8096699634. Mbl.: 8096810402. Mbl.: 8096699754. Mbl.: 8096952231. Mbl.: 8096699627.

Rachannapalli (Res.): TADIPATRI: DHARMAVARAM: HINDUPUR:Mbl: 8096699628. Mbl.: 8096810439. Mbl.: 8096810438. Mbl.: 8096810437.

TELANGANA - GRE. HYDERABAD: Kukatpally: Dilsukhnagar: ECIL: Vanasthalipuram: Vijaya Nagar Colony:Mbl.: 8096699540. Mbl.: 8096699682. Mbl.: 8096699543. Mbl.: 8096699554. Mbl.: 8096952201.

Tolichowki: Karmanghat: Boduppal: Hydernagar: Nizampet: Hayathnagar:Mbl.: 8096699560. Mbl.: 8096699565. Mbl.: 8096699563. Mbl.: 8096810412. Mbl.: 8096810413. Mbl.: 8096810414.

Santhoshnagar-1 Santhoshnagar-2: Madhapur: Hasthinapuram: Chaitanyapuri: Attapur:: Mbl.: 8096810416. Mbl.: 7675911180. Mbl.: 8096810417. Mbl.: 8096699529. Mbl.: 8096952228. Mbl.: 8096952226.

Mehdipatnam: Shamshabad: S.R. Nagar: MAHABUBNAGAR (DIST.):  Shadnagar: NALGONDA (DIST.): KODAD:Mbl.: 8096952225. Mbl.: 8096952230. Mbl.: 8096699550. Mbl.: 8096952227. Mbl.: 8096810460.

As long as man's quest for knowledge remains, education exists.

Secrets remain to be unfolded, ideas remain to be given shape to

and above all, newer frontiers need to be explored and conquered.
As we move on, many milestones would be reached, many chapters written and

many landmarks achieved. But the journey will continue, the passion will not diminish,

the commitment will not waver and the forces will not blur. The conviction will only be

strengthened by the dedication of the team and the devotion of students as long as

the trust of the parents is firmly rooted.

Onlyamilestone

Destination isahead

TELANGANA - HYDERABAD: Dilsukh Nagar (A/C): S.R.Nagar (A/C): KPHB: ECIL: Madhapur (SSB): Hastinapuram:Mbl.: 8096699530. Mbl.: 8096699550. Mbl.: 8096991477. Mbl.: 8096810468. Mbl.: 8096699718. Mbl.: 8096699529.

RBS will not add to the history of education, it will rewrite it.



Oneaim...Knowledge

Children are like colours,

individually bright and

together luminous.

They make the world beautiful and

add to it the colours of joy.

www.rbschools.in

Head Office: Fathekhanpet, Nellore. T: 0861 - 2334748. Fax: 0861 - 2321866.

Corporate Office: #16 to 18, Megha Hills Colony, Opp. Hotel Kasani GR,

Madhapur, Hyderabad. T: 040 - 23119969.

Bharathi School
Ravindra

New  Concept,  Old  Values.
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